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THE FOSSIL HIGHER PLANTS FROM THE CANAL ZONE.l
By EDWARD W. BERRY,
OJ the Johns Hopk'ins Ul1AiVC1'Sity, Baltimore.
INTRODUCTION.
It is a truism tha,t the present floras and faunas of Central America
are the result of a long series of antecedent geologic changes which
might be amplified as geographic, climatic, and biologic. As the
past can only be understood by means of our knowledge of the
present, so, too, the present can only be understood by means of
our knowledge of the past. Moreover, this can never be a local prob-
lem, and this is particularly true of the Isthmus of Panama marking
as it does at times the highway of communication between the ter-
restrial life, both animal and plant, of North and South America;
at other times marking one of the paths of communication between
the marine life of the Atlantic and Pacific. Thus the history of the
Central American region is of t.he utmost importance in any con-
sideration of the extinct terrestrial faunas and floras of North Alner-
ica or the marine faunas that formerly flourished on the east and
west coasts.
Our knowledge of the present flora of the isthmian region is based
upon Seemann's flora 2 and Hemsley's flora of Central America, sup-
plemented by the scattered papers by numerous authors on special
topics relating to this flora. As the results of the recent Biological
Survey of the Canal Zone become available, we will doubtless have
a secure basis for comparisons with antecedant floras both in this
region and the areas north and south of it.
The present distribution of plant associations is in its broader
outlines governed almost entirely by the interrelations' between
1 R. T. Hill, who did some geological work on the Isthmus in 1895 for Alexander
Agassiz, mentions lignite and fragments of fossil plants in the Culebra clays at the base
of the canal cutting at Culebra station (Bun. Mus. Compo Zool., vol. 28, No.5, 1898), and
the lIgnitic coal at Chiriqui Lagoon was studied by Dr. John Evans in 1857, who rel'orted
.. that the fossil plants associated with the coal were endogenous and allied to or identical
with those at present groWing in the vicinity." (Repts. of Expl. & Surv. for the Loca-
tion of Inter-oceanic ship canals, etc., by the U. S. Naval Exped., 1875, E. P. Lull,
U. S. N., commanding, Washington, 1879.)
• Seemann, Flora Panamensis, Botany of the voyage of H, M. S. He1'ald, pp. 57~346.,
1852-1857.
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topography and the prevailing winds and the resulting variations
in rainfall.
The climate is now moist tropical, modified by the nearness of
the two oceans, and there is therefore but slight diurnal or a.nnual
variations in temperature. So far as information is available re-
garding the conditions during the Tertiary, there is no evidence that
can be deduced from the fossil flora or the geographical history of
the region to iRdicate that the climate was very different from what
it is now at any time during the Tertiary, unless we are prepared to
assent to enormous changes in the altitude of the land, for which
the data does not seem to be adequate.
The prevailing winds now come from the northeast, and as the
divide is near the Pacific Coast the major part of the Isthmus north
of this low divide has a heavy rainfall, as, for instance, 170 inches
at Porto Bello and 129 at Colon, as compared with 90 inches at
Culebra or 71 inches at Ancon. There are two seasons-a short
relatively dry season extending from January to April and a long
and relatively wet season the balance of the year with the maximum
of precipitation from September to December. Before the clearing
of the French Canal Company forests covered six-tenths of the
Isthmus, the remainder being broken forests and savannas. Ever-
green tropical rain-forests of mixed angiosperms covered the entire
northern watershed and part of the Darien region on the south side.
Some of the forests of the southern watershed are what are known
as monSOon forests, with many deciduous species, and at high alti-
tudes there may be more gregarious types of forest as, for example.
the oak forests which are so striking a feature in the uplands of
Central America as you proceed to the northwest.
The shores are skirted with dunes abounding in Leguminosae and
Euphorbiaceae with Coco palms and Hippomane. Low shores and
tidal inlets are covered with mangrove· swamps with Rhizophora,
Avicennia, Conocarpus, etc. Less saline coastal marshes are covered
with Acrostichum, Crescentia, or Paritium thickets. The evergreen
forest is composed chiefly of species of Sterculiaceae, Tiliaceae, and
Mimosaceae,_ Euphorbiaceae, Anacardiaceae, Rubiaceae, Myrtaceae,
and Melastomataceae, with small palms like Chamaedorea, Trithri-
nax, and Bactris.
CORRELATION.
The fossil flora described in the present report is too limited for
purposes of exact correlation, which may be expected to be settled
by the marine faunas present at most horizons in the Isthmian region.
Regarding the plants in the various formational units recognized in
the Canal Zone by MacDonald a glance at the accompanying table
of distribution will show that from the oldest (Bohio) to the young-
SCSC!£2£§ .L5& .• I sa £ tt:
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est (Gatun) plant-bearing formations there is no observable dif-
ference in floral facies, and while the plants are entirely too few for
positive conclusions, and while not much variation can be expected
in fossil floras of the Tropics unless after the lapse of long intervals
of time or the intervention of marked changes in physical conditions,
I am disposed to think that this so-called Oligocene series of forma-
tions does not represent any great interval of time.
Nearly all of the fossil plants are new, the only outside occurrences
being the Hieronymia which is common to the Tertiary of Ecuador
and the Palmowylon and l'aeniowylon both of which occur in th<;
Oligocene of the island of Antigua, and both have related types in
the Oligocene (Catahoula and Vicksburg) of our Southern States
In addition to the Hieronymia common to Ecuador there are several
other elements in the Tertiary flora of the latter region that are
similar to Panama forms, and it is not improbable that the coals of
I..JOja in the Ecuadorian Andes are the same age as the so-called
Oligocene series of Panama. Only one pre-Oligocene plant is re-
corded from Panam!!. and the age (Eocene) rests on the stratigraphic
observations of Doctor ::MacDonald and paleontologic determinations
by C. W. Cooke. The form itself offers no intrinsic evidence of its
age and might well be early Oligocene but :£.01' the fact that Doctor
:MacDonald collected the type stratigraphically below a bed con-
taining a varietal form of the mollusk, Vencricardia planico8ta.
The chief question of interest in the correlation of these Panama
beds is their equivalence in terms of the European section. Th;~
present flora offers no evidence on this point which must hence be
determined by the .accompanying marine faunas. However, in view
of the traditional unscientific assumption that all of the fossiliferous
beds of the Carribbean region are Oligocene in age, it is of interest
to note that Douville 1 from a study of the foraminifera, pointed
out as early as 1898, that a considerable part of the so-called Oligo~
cene of the Isthmus· was Aquitanian and Burdigalian in age; that is
to say, lower Miocene according to the present conceptions of Euro-
pean geologists and palentologists.
In my preliminary announcement 2 of the discovery of fossil plants
in the Canal Zone I stated that none of the plants recOgnized indi-
cated Eocene and that they Were all probably Oligocene in age.
This statement was perhaps overemphasized in a desire to ofl"sBt the
extreme views of certain foreign paleontologists who have held that
these faunas were young Miocene or even Pliocene.
The question of the exact time in the Tertiary at which connections
between North and South America were replaced by marine condi-
tions is of the utmost importance in all studies of distribution of both
1 Douville, H. Bull. Soc. GeoL de France, ser. 3, vol. 26, pp. 587-600, 1898.
• Berry, E. W. Science, new ser., vol. 39, p. 357, 1914.
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the marine faunas and the terrestrial faunas and floras. The floral
evidence as previously stated is inconclusive. I should not, however,
be inclined to consider any of the fossil plants, except one Eocene
species, described in the present report as younger than Burdigalian
nor older than Sannoisian (Lattorfian).
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BOTANICAL OHARACTER.
The fossil flora at present known from the Canal Zone is extremely
limited and entirely too small for either purposes of adequate cor-
relation or for deductions concerning the true botanical facies or the
environmental conditions. Seventeen species are determined and
two or three additional forms are tentatively recognized. This
paucity is especially to be regretted since it is improbable that under
the existing climatic conditions as favorable opportunities for the
discovery and collection of fossil plants will ever be presented as
during the digging of the canal. While fossil plants were nowhere
found to be abundant in the shales, nevertheless, it is very probable
that an experienced collector by working over a large amount of
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. material could have gotten together a much more representative col-
lection.
The plants collected include ill-defined fragments of one fern,
·two undertermined· .species of palm, represented by fragments of
foliage, and. a third represented by petrified stems, and 16 dicotyle-
dons, of which two 3.re represented by fruits and the balance by
leaves.
Among the Dicotyledonae there are representatives of the orders
Urtioales, Ranales, Rosales, Geraniales, Sapindales, 1'hymeleales,
Myrtales, Ebenale8, and Rubiales. Orders conspicuous in the exist-
ing flora of the Ii'>ihmian region unrepresented among the fossils are
the Arales, Poales, Oyperales, and Orchidales among the Monocoty-
ledonae, and the Oampwltulales and Personales among the Dicoty-
ledonae.
The following 14 families are' represented by fossils in Panama:
Moraceae, Anonaceae, Myristicaceae, Mimosaceae, Caesalpiniaceae,
Papilionaceae, Malpighiaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Sapindaceae, Laura-
,ceae, Myrtaceae, Melastomataceae, Ebenaceae, and Rubiaceae. Only
the last, with two species, is representBd by more than a single species.
When 60 sparse and evenly distributed a representation of the
families is present in a fossil flora, it is an indication that after allow-
ing for some accidents of preservation, those families represented may
be regarded as the most abundantly represented in the Tertiary flora
of the region, and in this respect there is a very great similarity to the
existing flora of the Isthmian region. The present forests of Panama
are made up principally of species of Arec3.ceae, Moraceae, Mimo-
saceae, Papilionaceae, Sterculiaceae, Tiliaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Ana-
cardiaceae, Myrtaceae, Melastomataceae, and Rubiaceae. The only
ones of this list not found fossil are the Sterculiaceae, Tiliaceae, and
Anacardiaceae, ,and as these three families are all abundant in the
much more complete floras from the Tertiary of the southeastern
United States, it is safe to assume that they were also present in the
Tertiary flora of Panama. The mainly herbaceous families abundant
in the Recent flora, which are hardly to be expected in the fossil flora,
are the Poaceae, Cyperaceae, Orchidaceae, Araceae, and Compositae.
The bowers of wild figs of the existing flora are represented by 3.
small-leafed splilcies of Fious from two localities in the Culebra
formation. The family Anonaceae, which has numerous species of
Anona and Guatteria in the Recent flora of Central America, is rep-
resented by a fine large species of the latter genus wh~ch is not un-
common in the Gatun, Caimito, and Culebra formations. Guatteri{l
contains about 50 existing species of tropical shrubs and trees of
varying habitats and exclusively American, and has not been previ-
ously recognized with certainty in fossil floras. Anona is abundant
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in the Eocene and Oligocene of our Southern States, but Guatteria
has not been recognized.
The Myristicaceae is represented by an infrequent species of
Myristicophyllum in the Culebra formation, and in this connection it
is of interest to note the presence of fruits and seeds of My'rl~ti(Ja in
the uppermost Eocene of Texas suggestive of the subgenera Virola
and Oompsoneu'l'a, both of which occur in the Recent flora of Central
America. The Leguminosae have three fossil species. The Mimosa-
ceae, which are very abundant in the existing forests of Panama, are
represented by a fossil species of Inga, a large genus of tropical trees
with upward of two-score species in Central America, nearly half
of which are recorded from Panama. Inga is well represented in
the abundant Eocene floras of our Southern States, and it is of in-
terest to note the resemblance between the fossil species from Panama
and a species described by Engelhardt from an unknown Tertiary
horizon in Ecnador.
The Caesalpiniaceae is represented by a single species of Oassia, a
large genus not only in the Recent equatorial floras but well repre-
sented in most fossil floras from the Upper Cretaceous to the present.
The Papilionaceae, very abundant in the existing flora of Panama,
is supposed to be represented by the petrified wood of a large tree
referred to the genus Taeniowylon and found in the Cucuracha,
Culebra, and Bomo formations.
The family of Malpighiaceae is represented by the genera Hiraea
and Banisteria. The former has about 30 recent species, exclusively
American, ranging from Mexico and the Antilles to tropical Brazil
and Peru, and it is represented by a fossil species in the Eocene of
the Mississippi embayment. Banisteria contains about 80 existing
species, mostly climbing shrubs. It is at present confined to the
American tropics, but appears to have betjn p~sent in Europe as well
as in the southern United States during the Tertiary.
The Euphorbiaceae, abundantly represented in the present forests
of Panama, is represented in the Oaimito formation by a species of
Hieronymia apparently identical with one described by Engelhardt
from the Tertiary of Ecuador. Hieronymia, not otherwise known
in the fossil state, contains about a dozen existing species which are
confined to tropical America, where they range from Mexico and the
West Indies to Brazil.
The Sapindaceae, abundant in all fossil floras from the Upper
Cretaceous onward, and exceedingly abundant in the Tertiary floras
of the Mississippi embayment, is represented in the fossil flora of
Panama by a species of Sahmidelia found in the Caimito and Culebra
formations. Schmidelia has a large number of existing species in
the equatorial regions of both hemispheres and, except for petrified
·UQ _22 ,..:;
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materiai from the island of Antigua, it has not previously been recog-
nized in the fossil state.
The family Lauraceae, so extensively l'epresentedin the Tertiary
floras of the Mississippi embayment and in the Recent tropical flora
of South America, is represented at Panama by a single fragmentary·
species which is referred to Me::;pilodaphne. The latter has numer-
. ous modern species in the tropics of America and Africa.
The Myrtaceae, one of the abundant families in the existing for-
ests of tropical America, has a fossil species of Oalyptranthes at
Panama. This genus has about 70 exclusively American existing
species ranging from Mexico and the "West Indies to southern Brazil.
Hemsley records 7 recent species from Central America, of which
2 are found on the Isthmus. It is also represented in the lower
Eocene of the Mississippi embayment. The abundant, both Recent
and fossil, representatives of the allied genera Eugenia and Myrcia
have not ·been recognized in the fossil flora of the Isthmus.
The Melastomataceae, an immense tropical "family in the existing
flora and very abundant throughout Central America, has a single
fossil species in the Culebra formation.
The family Ebenaceae, usually abundant in fossil floras from the
Upper Cretaceous onward, and with a large· number of species in
tropical America, is represented on the Isthmus by the petrified
fruits of a species of ebony (D?~Ospyro8) known to be from an older
horizon (Eocene) than the balance of the known fossil flora.
The Rubiaceae, a prominent family in the existing flora of Central
America, where according to Wallace (1911) it ranks fourth in size
with 146 species, is represented by two fossil species, both found in
the Gatun formation. These are referred to Rondeletia and Rubi-
adtes.
The former has not heretofore been found fossil. It includes
about 70 existing species of a variety of habitats, confined to the
American tropics and chiefly massed in the Antilles and Central
America. Rubia'lites is represented by a fruit which is apparently
referable to the tribe Ixoreae, now confined to the tropics of both.
hemispheres.
TERTIARY ECOLOGY.
The restricted variety and fragmentary condition of the fossil
plants thus far collected inhibits a detailed discussion of the prob-
able ecology of the Tertiary flora. In so far as climatic conditions
are concerned the Tertiary plants indicate an abundant rainfall and
relatively high equable temperatures such as prevail at the present
time in the Hill country and Coastal Plain of the Isthmus. There is
no indication of upland vegetation. None of the fossil plants indicate
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mountains sufficiently high to harbor that mixture of temperate types
such as is seen at the present time in the mountains of Central
America, as, for example, above 6,000 feet in Costa Rica. There was
plenty of opportunity for the introduction of such types had the
climate been propitious, so that I would infer that the Tertiary relief
was slight, that is under 5,000 feet and probably much less than this,
although there is no evidence to warrant precision of statement.
On the other hand, the collected floras do not furnish any traces
of the characteristic vegetations of low muddy shores, although types
like Rh1izoplw'l'a, Avicennia" Conocal'pus, Laguneularia, etc., were
already in existence in Eocene times as we know from their presence
in the Mississippi embayment of that time, where they were undoubt-
edly derived from the south. I do not infer that these costal types
were absent in the Tertiary flora of the Isthmus. On the contrary
they must have been present; but no traces of them have been dis-
covered except the traces of Aarostw.hum in the Culebra formation.
The bulk of the fossIl plants clearly belong to the evergreen rain
forests and they have the appeal:ance of having been washed into
the basins of sedimentation by streams. None of the lithologic speci-
menS that I have seen from the Isthmus indicate autochonous swamp
deposits either of coastal or valley situations and I picture the flora
as one of a humid tropical character covering a country of low hills.
This is of necessity a tentative conclusion and perhaps even such
general deductions are unwarranted because of the very limited data
with which I have had to deal.
FLORA OF THE CANAL ZONE.
Arecales :
Arecaceae--
Pa'bmowylon palrnacites (Sprengel) Stenzel.
Urticales:
Moraceae-
Ficus culebrensis, new species.
Ranales:
Anonaceae-
Guatteria eulebrensi.s, new species.
Myristicaceae--
Myristicophyllum panameme, new species.
Rosales:
Leguminosae--
TaeniowyZon multiradiatum Felix.
lnga oUgooaenica, new species.
Cas8ia culebremis, new species.
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Geraniales :
Malpighiaceae-
Hirma oligocaenica, new species.
B anwteria praenuntia, new species.
Euphorbiaceae- ,
Hieronymia lehmanni Engelhardt ~
Sapindales :
Sapindaceae--
Schmidelia bejucensis, new species.
Thymeleales:
Lam'aceae-
Mespilodarphne GUlebrensis, new species.
Myrtales:
Myrtaceae-
Oalyptra.nthes gat1JJnensis, new species.
Melastonaataceae-
Melastomites miconioides, new species.
Ebenales:
Ebenaceae-
Diospyros m,acdonaldi, new species.
Rubiales:
Rubiaceae-
Rondeletia goldmani, new species.
Rubiacites iW01'eoides, new species.
Fern fragments of Acrostichuna.
Palna rays.
SYSTEMATIC PALEOBOTANY.
PTERIDOPHYTA.
Order FILICALES.
FERN FRAGMENTS OF ACROSTICHUM.
The material from the Culebra formation, one-fourth mile south
of Enapire Bridge, contains several obscure fragnaents of large sinaple
fern pinnules with reticulate venation strongly suggestive of Acros-
tichuna, but too incomplete for identification. The genus now prin-
cipally represented by the cosnaopolitan tropical tidal marsh species
Acrostichum aureum. is abundant in the Eocene and Oligocene of
both America and Europe, and is especially characteristic in th~
Jackson, Catahoula, and Vicksburg of our Gulf States.
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SPERMATOPHYTA.
Order ARECALES.
Family ARECACEAE.
PALM RAYS.
The broken rays of apparently two species of palms occur spar-
ingly in the Culebra formation at the lo~ality one-fourth mile south
of Empire Bridge. These are too incomplete for even tentative
generic determination.
Genus PALMOXYLON Schenk.
Group LUNARIA.
PALMOXYLON PALMACITES (Spreng.I) Stenzel.
Plate 12, fig. 1.
Bndogenitc8 IJo1macitc8 SPRENGEL, Commentatio, p.39, figs. 6, 60, 1828.
Fa8cicuUtC8 palmacitc8 COTTA, Dendrol., pp. 49, 89, pI. 9, figs. 1, 2, 1832.-
UNGER in Martins, p. 59, tab. geol. 3, fig. 6, 1845.
Palmacitc8 dubiU8 CORDA, Beitrage, p. 42, pI. 22, 1845.-SClIDIPER, Pal.
V~g~t., vol. 2, p. 513, 1870; Handbuch, Abst. 2, p. 887, 1892.
Palmacylon tcnerum FELIX, Foss. Holzer Westindiens, p. 26, pI. 4, fig. 1,
1883.-SCHENK in Zittel.
Palmoxylon palmwcitc8 STENGEL, Foss. PalmenhOlzer, p. 245, pI. 20, fig. 253,
1904.
Description.-Fibro-vascular bundles small, very numerous, closely
spaced, orbicular or ovate in cross section, l.miformily distributed as
a rule, 0.60 mm. to 0.75 rom. in diameter, and rarely, if ever, that
distance from one another. Auxiliary bundles absent.
Sclerenchyma portion excavated more or less deeply to receive the
vascular portion, which is often nearly equal to it in size. Occa-
sionally a thin zone of sclerenchyma entirely surrounds the vascular
portion. Sclerenchyma fibres small, isodiametric, greatly thickened,
of nearly uniform size, about 0.035 mm. in diameter. Vessels vari-
able in size, ranging from 0.072 mm. to 0.18 mm. in diameter, usua11y
two large vessels and either none or several small vessels on the side
away from the hast in each bundle. The phloem portion in general
destroyed and represented by a disorganized cavity between the ves-
f·els and the bast.
The ground mass of the stem consists of thin walled parenchyma
without intercellular spaces. The cells are small, isodiametric,
rounded pentagonal or hexagonal except where there are but one or
two rows between closely adjacent bundles, in which case they are
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lJarrowly compressed and elongated parallel to the sides of the
bundles. Their diameter varies from 0.035 mm. to 0.10 mm. Scat-
tered through the stem parenchyma are darker cells which in polar-
ized light appear to be gum cells. They are slightly larger than the
parenchyma cells, being from 0.072 mm. to 0.108 mm. in diameter.
Occasional bundles are seen to be branching. These are the fas-
ciculi fibrodJucto1"es or Kreuzungsbiindel.
This species was first recognized by Sprengel in 1828, who referred
it to Endogenites;, Cotta four years later transferred it to Fasciculites,
and Corda in 1845 referred it to Palrnacites. 'Vhen Felix came to
publish on the Antigua woods in 1883 he recognized this species,
but in describing it under the genus Palrnoxylon which had been
proposed by Schenk only a year or two before he took the liberty
of giving it the new name of tene1"ulJn" which under the rules of
nomenclature has no standing as Stenzel recognized in print in 1904.
The specimen from Panama is small and may be from near the
periphery of a stem, although in the group Lunaria there is little
difference between the central and peripheral regions.. In the size,
outline, and crowding of the fibrovascular bundles as well as in the
character of the parenchyma of the groundmass the present species
greatly resembles PalrnoxyZonintegrurn described by Felix 1 from
Cuba and considered by Stenzel 2 as merely a variety of the Antiguan
species Palmoxylon antiguense (Unger) Felix.s It differs from that
species in altogether lacking the numerous auxiliary sclerenchyma
bundles which are so well marked in PalrnoxyZonintegrum. A fur-
ther difference is the presence of gum or mucilage cells which are
fairly numerous in the Panama specimen of PaZrnomyZon palrnacites
and which might upon a merely superficial examination be mistaken
for auxiliary sclerenchyma bundles. Among the Oligocene species
of PaZmoxyZon from the southern United States PalrnomyZon missis-
sippense Stenzel 4 is very similar to the present species.
Other described fossil speci~s which show more or less resem-
blances are PaZmomyZon steZZatum, aschersoni, variabiZe, and ceyZani-
cum. The nearest affinity among recent palms is not determinable
in the present state of oUr knowledge of the anatomy of the latter.
The present type of structure is commonly known as the Oocos-
like type.
For some unknown reason the upper Eocene and lower Oligocene
in southeastern North America abounds in silicified palm wood.
Palm leaves are often very abundant in the Wilcox and Claiborne
Eocene and in the Apalachicola Oligocene; but all of the petrified
1 Felix, Foss. Holz. Westindiens, p. 24, pI. 5, fig. 2, 1883.
• Stenzel, Foss. PalmenhOlzer, p. 154, pI. I, figs. 1-10, 1904.
S Felix. Foss. Holz. Westlndiens, p. 22, pl. 4, fig. 5.
4 Stenzel, Foss. PalmenhOlzer, p. 248, pI. 21, figs. 25'4-265.
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palm wood in our Gulf region is confined to the Jackson or Vicks-
burg groups.
The island of Antigua, celebrated for at least a century for its
petrified woods, has furnished at least seven species of petrified
palms, five of which were known to Unger as early as 1850, and one
was figured by Witham in 1833. These also are of Oligocene age.
There are two additional Oligocene species described from the West
Indies without definite information as to exact locality, and there
is also a species from Trinidad and another from Cuba. The Oligo-
cene species at present known from the southern United States are
seven in number, four of which have not been found outside of that
region, while one or possibly two are common to Antigua, and a third
has been reported by Felix from Southern Mexico.
Occurrence.-Cucuracha formation, green clays, Gaillard Cut (loc.
6586). Collected by D. F. MacDonald.
Oo71ection.-U. S. National Museum. Cat. No. 35310.
Order URTICALES.
Family MORACEAE.
Genus FICUS Linnaeus.
FICUS CULEBRENSIS, new .peele•.
Piate 13, fig. 1.
Descript'ion.-Leaves or relatively small size, broadly oblong-
Janceolate in general outline, apex acute but not extended or cuspi-
date. Base bluntly pointed. Margins evenly rounded. Texture
coriaceous. Length about 8 em. Maximum width, in the middll)
part of the leaf, about 2.15 em. Petiole short, stout, and curved.
Midrib stout and prominent on the under surface of the leaf. Sec-
ondaries thin, very numerous, evenly spaced, subparallel; they di-
verge from the midrib at wide angles averaging about 75 degrees,
pursue an almost straight outward course, their ends being con·
llected well within the margins by regular flat arches formed by
their abrupt camptodrome endings. Tertiaries obsolete.
This is an especially well-marked species of the lanceolate leafed
section of Ficus, and it may be matched by a number of still exist-
ing species found in the American tropics. Among such a large
number of both existing and fossil forms .detailed comparisons are
not especially pertinent. Two comparisons that seem significant are
the resemblance of the present form to Ficus newtonensis Berry of the
Upper Claiborne of the Mississippi embayment and to the forms from
the Sannoisian of Haering in the Tyrol which Ettingshausen 1 refers
1 Ettingshausen, Tert, Fl. yon Haering, p. 41, pI. 10, figs. 6, 8, 1853.
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to Ficus jynm Unger, but which appear to me to be decidedly differ-
ent :from Unger's type.
Occurrence.-Culebra :formation, upper part. East wall o:f the
Gaillard cut just north o:f Canal Commission station 1760 (collected
by M. I. Goldman).
Order RANALES.
Family ANONACEAE.
Genus GUATTERIA Ruiz and Pavon.
GUATTERIA CULEBRENSIS. new specie••
Plate 13, fig. 2.
Description.-Leaves o:f large size, broadly ovate in general out-
Ene, with a narrowed slightly decurrent base and a narrowed and
extended acuminate tip. Length about 20 em. Maximum width,
approximately midway between the apex and the base, between 6 em.
and 7 em. Margins entire. Texture coriaceous. Petiole short and
stout, enlarged proximad, about 2.25 em. in length. Midrib stout
and promient. Secondaries mediumly stout and prominent, about .
ten opposite to alternate pairs diverge :from the midrib at angles
ranging :from 45 0 to 60°, sweeping upward in regular ascending
subparallel curves, camptodrome in the marginal region. Tertiaries,
where visible, percurrent.
The present is one o:f the more abundant and better preserved
forms :from the Canal Zone, but the large size o:f the leaves usually
results in :fragmentary specimens, the tip being almost invariably
missing. The species shows great similarity with various existing
forms o:f Anonaceae. It is very close to Anonamarcgravii Martius o:f
Venezuela, French and Dutch Guiana, and Brazil (Bahia and Per-
nambuco). It is, however, among the various species o:f Guatteria
that the closest homologies are :found. The latter genus contains
about fi:fty species o:f shrubs and trees, exclusively American 1 and
found in Mexico, Central America, tropical South America, and in
the northern Andes. The fossil may be compared with a large num-
ber of the existing species, as for example Guatteria ouregon Dunal,
a large tree o:f the Carribbean islands and equatorial South America.
Guatteria dolichopoda De Candolle or G. grandiflora De Candolle
o:f Central America.
The :family Anonaceae contains about 700 existmg speCIes, dis-
tributed among about 48 genera, only two o:f which are present in
North America. The family is practically confined to the Tropics,
1 The Asiatic species of various authors are referred to the genns Polyalthia.
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a single Australian species, and the North American genus AsirniJna,
,vith 6 or 7 species being the only conspicuously extratropical forms.
The area of maximum representation is southeastern Asia and the ad-
joining region of Malaysia, for while only 16 genera are confined to
this region it contains over 350 species, and six additional genera
(Miliu,sa, Uvaria, Polyalthia, Omymitr-a, lJlelodopwm, and Poporvia),
with a total of over 250 species have the bulk of their species in this
area. Only a single genus is confined to Australia, and the bulk of
the Australian species are to be regarded as migrants from the pre-
ceding area. There are upwards of 100 species and 6 peculiar genera
in tropical Africa; and America has about 200 species and 10 peculiar ~
genera. These are all confined to the Tropics, except for a species of
Anona, which reaches the coast of peninsular Florida, and for the
genus Asimina, with six or seven species of shrubs and small trees of
the south Atlantic and Gulf States. One of these, "18imina triloba
Dunal, is hardy as far north as Ne"\v York, and has the distinction
of growing the farthest distance from the Equator of any existing
member of the family. The fossil record of the Anonaceae is very
incomplete, only the genera Anona Linneaus and Asirnina Adanson,
being known with certainty. Both of these genera are present in
the flora of the Wilcox group of the Mississippi embayment.
The genus Guatteria has not, so far as I know, been heretofore
found fossil, except for a doubtful species described by Hollick from
the Upper Gretaceous of Marthas Vineyard and Long Island. The
genus Uvar'ia Linnaeus has a Pliocene and three Pleistocene species
on the Island of .Java, and the genera illeZodorum Dunal and lJlitpe-
phora Blume are both represented in the Pleistocene of that island.
The genus Anona has from fifteen to twenty fossil species, five of
which are also represented by seeds. The oldest is a species described
from the Dakota sandstone. There is a second species in the late
Cretaceous or Early Eocene of the Rocky Mountain province. The
flora of the Wilcox affords a glimpse into the true stage of evolution
of Tertiary floras in that expanded belt of the American equatorial
region which was the center of radiation of so many recent types.
There were three exceedingly well-marked specieEi of Anona along
the "Wilcox coast and their leaves are very common at some localities,
although no seeds have as yet been" discovered. I assume that these
Wilcox forms had habits similar to those of the majority of the ex-
isting species, exemplified by our Florida Anona glabra Linnaeus,
or pond apple, which frequents shallow fresh-water swamps, low
shady hammocks, or stream borders near the coast. Other species
occur in the low coppice association or on edges of brackish swamps
on the Bahamas. The cultivated species, as, for example, the Ameri
can Anona reticnZata Linnaeus, which is planted in Guam, oftcH
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spreads naturally along the inner beaches, while attempts to intro-
duce others of the most highly esteemed American species in the
Orient have failed. From its prevalence among the existing species
the habit of growing in wet, shaded soils is evidently an old one, and
since the ",iVilcox Anonas are associated with a strand flora the as-
sumption that they grew on the inner beaches or the shaded and
more swampy edges of lagoons possesses every degree of probability.
In the pipe clays of Alum Bay which were contemporaneous with
the Wilcox there are two species of Anona, and Engelhardt has de-
scribed two species from the Eocene or Oligocene of Chili. The
Oligocene record shows a species in France and a second in Saxony.
In the Miocene there are two species each in England, Styria, and
Croatia, and one each in Bohemia, Colorado, and Transylvania.
There is one each in the Pliocene of France and Italy, showing how
modern was their extinction in the south of Europe.
The genus Asimina has only four or five recorded fossil species.
These are aU American except for a form from the Pliocene of Italy
which has been referred to this genus, although I suspect that it
represents Anona, since Asimina appears to have originated and been
confined to the Western Hemisphere. The oldest known species is
based on foliage which is found in the basal Eocene of the Rocky
Mountains (Denver formation) and of the embayment (Midway
Group). There is a single species based on a seed from the basal
Wilcox and no other records except a form close to the modern
from the late Miocene of New Jersey (Bridgeton sandstone) and the
occurrence of the existing Asimina triloba Dunal in the interglacial
beds of the Don valley in Ontario. There are 17 existing species of
Anona recorded from Central America, six of which are known from
Panama. Hemsley records 11 species of Guatteria from Central
America, at least two of which occur in Panama.
Occurrence.-Culebra formation, upper part. East wall of Gail-
lard Cut just north of Canal Commission' station i 760 (collected by
M. I. Goldman). Gatun formation. Gatun borrow pits (collected
by M. 1. Goldman). 7 miles northeast of Bejuca near Chame
(=Caimito formation) (collected by MacDonald).
Family MYRISTICACEAE.
Genus MYRISTICOPHYLLUM Geyler.
MYRISTICOPHYLLUM PANAMENSE, new speeies.
Plate 13, fig. 3.
lJescript'ion.-Leaves ovate or ovate lanceolate in outline with
pointed apex and base, entire, evenly rounded margins, subcoriaceous
in texture. Length a:bout 9 em. Maximum width, midway between
the apex and the base, about 3.3 em. Petiole slender, about 8 mm.
long. Midrib slender. Secondaries thin, about 8 subopposite ascend-
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iug subparallel pairs; they diverge from the midrib at acute angles
and are subparallel with the lower lateral margins, eventually camp-
todrome.Tertiaries obsolete.
This species is unfortunately represented by fragmentary remains
inadequate for conclusiH~ identification. The genus11fyl'istica Lin-
uneus contains about t\yO score existing species, rather more than haH
being American tropical forms, now often· segregated into several
genera. Many are insular and coastal forms, Schimper recording 4
species in the· Indomalayan strand flora and several species ranging
eastward in the Pacific to the lTiji, Tonga, and Samoan Islands, and
their fruits are recorded by both Gaudichaud and Guppy in the sea
drift, although the oriental species are normally distributed by fruit
pigeons (Mosley, Hemsley, Guppy).
De Candolle and Miquel both considered the foliage~ especi~llly the
venation, as offering the best criteria for differentiation, but in the
absence of comparative material and the incomplete character of the
Panama fossil it is not possible to apply these criteria. The American
Recent species number about 25, and these are mainly South Ameri-
can in their distribution, although the sections or genera T1il'ola
Aublet and Oompsorwum De Candolle both occur in Central America.
The distribution of the Recent species in tropical America, Asia,
and Africa is conclusive evidence of a Tertiary history, although this
evidence is practically unknown. Geyer 1 described two forms of leaf
fragments from the Miocene of Labuan (Borneo) and Engelhardt 2 a
third from the Tertiary of Ecuador and Chile. The most conclusive
evidence of their Tertiary radiation is furnished by the characteristic
fruits described recently by the writer 3 and preserved in the wind-
blown sands of the uppermost Eocene of Texas.
Occurrence.-Culebra formation (upper part). East wall of Gail-
lard Cut just north of Canal Commission station 1760 (collected by
M. T. Goldman).
Order ROSALES.
Superfamily LEGUMINOSAE.
Genus TAENIOXYLONFelix.
TAENIOXYLON MULTIRADIATUM Felix.
Plates 14 and 15.
'l'aen1~oilJylf)n 111'ulUracliatuim FELIX, Die fossilen Hijlzer 'Westindiens.
Samml. pnlaeollt. Allll.. ser. 1, Heft 1, p. 11, pI. 1, figs. 10, 11; pI. 2,
fig. 10, 1883.
T'ransvel'se section.-In a radial distance of 5 cm. there are no
definite annual or seasonal rings. In certain zones the vessels arB
1 Geylel'. R. To, Ve{l(t Expedition, vol. 4, p. 498, pl. 33, figs. 3-6, 1887.
2 Engelhardt, R .• Abh, Senck. Natmf. Gesellsch., vol. 16, p. 663, pI. 6, fig. 9; pl. 7,
fig. 12, 1891; vol. 19, p. 13, pI. I, fig. 21, 1895.
'Berry. !'J. W., Amer. Journ. ScI., ser. 4, vol. 42, pp. 241-245, figs. 1-6, 1916.
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larger, more generally compouncl,and closer together, and in other
zones they are more distant, slightly smaller, and prevailingly single.
No changes are observable in the other elements and there is no
regular alteration of vessel rich and vessel poor areas nor any change
from so-called summer to spring wood such as characte.rizes the trees
of the temperate zone.
Vessels single or two, three, or four together in radial rowS (an
anomalous group of five vessels in juxtaposition is shown in the de-
tailed drawing). Outline of single elliptical, those in groups
flattened on one or both sides by mutual compression; their tangen-
tial diameter ranging from 0.10 mm. to 0.14 mm.; their radial diam-
eter ranging from 0.12 mm. to 0.16 111m., exceptionally large ones up
to 0.22 mm.; their walls thick, 0.0067 mm. to 0.01 mIll. in thickness,
clearly show-ing the numerous small pits in section. Yessels fre-
quently filled with gum. Vessels usually surrounded by one to three
layers of rounded or more or less compressed thin-walled wood paren-
chyma, somewhat variable in amount in different parts of the stem
and tending to form tangential bands. Prosenchyma very abundant,
the elements polygonal, small, SOmeWh}lt smaller than those or the
wood parenchyma, and thick walled., Rays very numerous, one or
two cells wide as seen in transverse sections, flexuous in their courses
since they are bowed out around the large vessels and approach more
or less in the radial intervals between vessels; from 0.10 mm. to
0.20 ffim. apart, averaging nearer the former than the latter figure.
The ray cells toward the ends of the rays which appear to be those
usually seen in the sev-eral sections examined are not elongated radi-
ally but are nearly isodiametric and about 0.02 mm. in diameter.
RudJal s6/:.'t'Wn..-The radial section shows the close set, fim~, trallS-
versely elongated pits o£ the vessels which have simple perforations.
The wood parenchyma is septate, the cells being about times as
long as wide with large simple pits. The rays are of variable height,
.trom 9 to 17 cells. They are seen in radial view to consist o£ a central
series of radially elongated cells with numerous fine simple pits,
above and below which is a series of. longitudinally elongated cells,
beyond which are one or two rows of isodiametric cells which are
regularly hexagonal in this view.
Tangemial seotio'n.-,-The tangential section shows the uniform
dose set fine pitting on all the walls of the vessels, the relative short
length and the large simple pits of the adjoining septate wood paren-
chyma. The rays are seen to be very numerous, and separated by
but few-rows of flexuous prosenchyma; they are lenticular in outline
and of variable height, one or two rays of terminal cells (those which
are hexagonal in outline in the radial view) are single; then come
one to three biseriate rows (those longitudinally elongated in the
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radial view) ; toward the median region the rays are three or four
cells broad (the radially elongated cells in the radial view).
Felix states that in the L\ntigua material the rays were usually
biseriate, while uniseriate and triseriate rays were rare. I do not
lmow the extent of his material, but in the case of that from Panama
I had but few radial sections cut. Ray cells frequently filled to a
greater or less degree with gum.
Remal'ks.-Fragments of the wood of this species are very com-
mon in the collections from Panama, but a good deal was rather badly
decayed before petrification. That which has formed the chief basis
for the foregoing description and all of the photographs and draw-
ings is beautifully preserved. The species is clearly identical with
the type, as very insufficiently described and illustrated by Felix.
One highly ferruginized and fairly well preserved quadrant of a
trunk indicates a large tree, with a diameter of at least 25 em.
The genus Taeniomylon was established by Felix in 1882 with
T. v'ariatns from Antigua as the type. He has since described '{ addi-
tional species including 2 additional :from Antigua, 1 from southern
Brazil, 1 from East Indies, 1 from Philippines, 1 from Caucasus.
and 1 from the Swabian Alps. All are of Tertiary age and show
resemblances to various members of the 3 Leguminous families,
Caesalpiniaceae, Miomosaceae, and Papilionaceae. Felix considers
the present species to be a member of the Papilionaceae, and it agrees
entirely with Solereders account of t.he anatomy of this family. The
two kinds of ray cells described have, according to Saupe, been
shown to OCcur in the following tribes in this family, namely the
Podalyrieae, Genisteae, Galegeae, Hedysareae, and Sophoreae. With-
out much recent comparative material, which is ,unavailable, it is
impossible to allocate the present species more definitely within this
extensive family.
OccU1'1'ences.-Bohio formation, middle Bohio Ridge (poorly pre-
served) quadrant ofa large trunk indicating a tree with trunk at
least 25 em. in diameter. Cucuracha formation, upper part. Green
clays of Gaillard Cut (locality (845) Oligocene limestone. Orbi-
ioidal limestone, 2 miles north of David (locality (523) (all above
collected by D. F. MacDonald). Oulebra formation, upper part.
Near top of big slide, just north of Culebra. Collected by M. 1.
Goldman (figured material).
OoZlections.-U. S. National Museum, Johns Hopkins University.
. Family MIMOSACEAE.
Genus INGA Willdenow.
INGA OLIGOCAENICA. new species.
Plate 16, fig. 2.
Description.-Leaflets rather above medium size, elliptical-ovate
and very inequilateral in general outline. Apex abruptly acute, not
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extended. Base very inequilateral, truncate or ascending on one
side and wide and cordate on the other. Margins entire, full. rrex-
ture subcoriaceous. Length about 8 em. or 9 em. Maximum width,
at or slightly above the middle, about 4 em. Petiolule curved, short
and stout, about 3 mm. long. Midrib stout, greatly curved. Sec-
ondaries thin, five or six pairs, angles of divergence and courses
various, all ultimately camptodrome; lower pair opposite, from the
top of petiolule; they diverge from the midrib at angles of about 45
degrees, curving slightly outward and then ascending, parallel with
the respective margins; the one in the narrow side of the lamina
arches along the margin in a brochiodrome manner; the one in the
wide side of the lamina sends off on the outside a series of regularly
spaced camptodrome tertiaries. Tertiary venation for the most
part obsolete.
This characteristic species may be compared with Inga. derusiflora
Bentham/ Inga edulis Martius,2 Inga marginata ",Villdenow,B or Inga
speciosa Spruce 4 and with various other of the larger-leafed species
of rnga in the American Tropics to which region the 212 of its
existing species of shrubs and trees are confined. It may also be
compared with a number of tropical American species of O(IJjsia, as,
for example, Oassia ru~mlolia Jacquin.
About fiften fossil species have been referred to Inga. These
include three from the Upper Cretaceous, two European, and one
North American. There are also two or three species in the Oligo-
cene of Europe, one in the Pliocene of Bolivia, two in the Tertiary
of Ecuador, and one in the Tertiary of Colombia, four well-marked
species in the Lower Eocene of the Mississippi embayment ('Vilcox
Group) and one in the middle Eocene of that region (Claiborne
Group) . The Panama species is not especially close to any of the
foregoing. It is nearest, however, to Inga latifolia, described by
Engelhardt 5 from the Tertiary of Ecuador, differing in its broader
form and more inequilateral base.
Pittier records 14 existing species of Inga, from Panama.G Hems-
ley lists 35 species in his flora of Central America, or which number
18 are recorded from Panamfl.
Occul'rence.-Lower part of Culebra beds one-fourth mile south of
Empire Bridge. (Collected by D. F. MacDonald:) U.S.G.S. 6837.
Type.-Cat. No. 35311, U.S.N.M.
1 Bentbam, 'J'rans. LInn. Soc. Lond., vol. 30, p. 617, 1875 (Peru).
2 Mat·tius. Flora. vo!. 20, Belb!.. p. 113. 1837 (Brazil).
'Willdenow, Sp. Pl., vol. 4, p. 1015, 1806 (Venezuela).
, Spruce, in Bentbam, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., vol. 30, p. 620 (Brazil).
, Engelbardt. H., Abb. Senck. Naturfor. Gesell., vol. 19, 1895. p. 20, pI. 2. figs. 11, 12.
'Pittler. H., Cont. U. S. Natl. Herb., vol. 18, pt. 5, lOP. 218-223, 1916.
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Family CAESALPINIACEAE.
Genus CASSIA Linnaeus.
CASSIA CULEBRENSIS, new .pedes.
Plate 16, fig. 1.
. Des01'iption..-Leaves obviously pinnately compound. Leaflets
ovate, slightly ine<luilateral and falcate, with all obliquely acumi-
nate, practically equilateral tip, and an acuminate markedly inequi-
lateral base. Length about 6.25 em. Maximum width, about mid-
way between the apex and the 2.75 em.; one side of the lamina
15 mm. wide, the other 12.5 mm. wide. Texture mediumly coriace-
OU8. Petiolule reduced to a thickened proximal part of the midrib
extending but 1 mm. below the point of junction of one margin and
about 2.5 rom. below the point of junction of the opposite margin.
Margins entire, evenly rounded and full. Midrib relatively thin, not
prominent, curved. Secondaries thin, numerous, about 10 suboppo-
site to alternate pairs; they diverge from the midrib at wide angles,
about 70° in the middle part of the leatIet, are nearly straight regu-
larly spaced fmd subparallel in their outward course for two-thirds
of the distance to the margin where the principal ones fork to join
in rounded arches the similar branches of adjacent secondaries; the
secondaries in the apical and b~Lsal portions of the leaflet are regu-
larly camptodrome; those toward the tip of the leafl~t more closely
spaced. Marginal tertiaries camptoclrome, internal tertiaries mostly
obsolete.
This type in its general form and the character of its base and
petiolule indicates that it is It leaflet of a pinnate leguminous leaf.
Its general appearance suggests comparisons with the genera
Sweetia, My1'oearpus, Toluifera, Cassia, and Sopnorar-the first three
confined to tropical South America and the last two cosmopolitan in
the existing flora. "While the evidence is not conclusive, I prefer to
consider it more dosely allied to Cassia than to the other genera.
mentioned, particularly as the venation characters are such as I have
considered referable to C f18sia in my studies of the fossil floras of the
southern United States. No species related to the Panama form is
known from the Oligocene of the United States.
The modern species of Cas8ia are very numerous, upwards of 400
having been described. They comprise herbs, shrubs, and trees of
varied habitats in the warmer parts of both hemispheres, particularly
tropical America. The fossil species are also numerous and the
generic history goes back to near the base of the Upper Cretaceous.
The ge.nus has been continuously represented in the Warmer parts of
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America from the time of deposition of the Tuscaloosa sediments or
Alabama to the present.
OCG'urrence.-Culebra formation, lower part, one-fourth mile south
()f Empire Bridge (collected by D. F. MacDonald) U.S.G.S. 6837:
Type.-Cat. No. 35312, U.S.N.M.
Order GERANIALES.
Family MALPIGHIACEAE.
Genus HIRAEA Jacquin.
HIRAEA QLIGOCAENICA. new species.
Plate '17, fig. 1.
Descr-iption.-Leaves relatively large, ovate-Ianceolate in outline,
falcate, with an equally cuneatly pointed apex and base. Margins
entire, evenly curved. Texture subcoriaceous. Length about 9.5
em. Maximum width, at or somewhat below the middle, about 3.5
em. Petiole short, stout, about 3 rum. in length. Midrib stout, flex-
uous. Secondaries thin, regularly spaced, about 9 pairs, prevailingly
alternate; they diverge from the midrib at angles of about 45° and
sweep upward in regular subparallel slight curves, and are eampto-
drome in the marginal region. Tertiaries obsolete.
This genus, which has well characterized leaves, has seldom been
recognized in the fossil state. One species 1 is not uncommon in the
lower Eocene of the Mississippi embayment, and Ettingshausen 2
has recorded, but not described, a second species from the Ypresian
of Alum Bay, England.
The existing species number between 25 and 30 and are exclusively
American, ranging from Mexico and the Antilles throughout Central
and northern South America to the Peruvian tropics.
The present fossil species is not unlike Hiraea wilcoxnana Berry S
from the lower Eocene of Tennessee and is closely comparable with
the existing Hiraea chrysophylla. •Tussieu of the northern coastal re-
gion of South America.
Occurrence.-Caimito formation 7 miles northeast of Bejuca
(U.S.G.S. station 6840). Collected by D. F. MacDonald.
Type.-Cat. No. 35313, U.S.N.M.
Genus BANISTERIA Linnaeus.
BANISTERIA PRAENUNTIA. new species.
Plate 17, fig. 2.
Description.-Leaves of medium size, broadly ovate in general out-
line, with an abruptly acuminate tip and a broad rounded or cuneate
base. Length about 8 em. Maximum width, at or slightly above the
1 Berry, E. W., U. S. Geo1. Survey Prof. Paper 91, p. 257, pI. 57, fig. 8; pl. 109, fig. 6,
1'916.
• Ettingshausen, C. von, Roy. Soe. London Proc., vol. 30, p. 235, 1880.
• U. S. Geel. Survey Pref. Paper 91, p. 257.
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middle, about 5 em. Margins entire, full and rather evenly rounded.
Petiolar character unknown. Midrib of medium size, uncharacteris-
tic. Secondaries thin, seven or eight opposite to alternate pairs di-
verge from the'midrib at regular intervals at angles varying from
45° in the upper part of the leaf to 55° in the basal part; they ascend
in slight but subparallel curves increasing in intensity as they pro-
ceed toward the margins with which they become subparallel and
eventually camptodrome. T~rtiaries thin, mostly obsolete. Leaf
substance thin but apparently of a somewhat coriaceous texture.
The present species receives its name from its supposed praenuntial
relationship to the existing Ba(niste'n:a sinemarieru;is De Candolle, a
form ranging from the "Vest Indies to Brazil and whose somewhat
variable leaves may be exactly matched by the fossil.
The genus contains upward of eighty existing species, mostly
climbing shrubs, confined to the American tropics and largely de-
veloped in northern South America. Its geological history goes back
to the Lower Eocene, a species having been described by Watelet from
the Ypresian of the Paris basin and four homotaxial species, one
based on seeds, having been described by the writer from the Wilcox
group of the Mississippi embayment in Western Tennessee and Ken-
tucky. Several additional fossil species have been described fronl
the European Tertiary, from all of which the Panama fossil is
conspicuously different, its major differential character being its
relatively short and broad outline.
A species based upon fruits has been described by Engelhardt 1
from the Tertiary of Ecuador.
There are 5 species of Banisteria recorded by Hemsley from Cen-
tral America, 3 of these in Panama, B. billbergiarna Beuding on the
seashore of the island of Manzafiillo. Two additional Panama spe-
cies of Banisteria are referred to the allied genus Heteropterys Kunth
by Hemsley.
Occurrernce.-Culebra formation. West wall of Gaillard Cut be-
low Miraflores locks (collected by M. 1. Goldman). Culebra forma-
tion (lower). West wall of Canal opposite Culebra Railroad station.
(Collected by D. F. MacDonald).
Family EUPHORBIACEAE.
Genus HIERONYMIA Allem.
HIERONYMIA LEHMANNI Engelhardt (!).
Plate 16. fig. 3.
Hieronymia lehmaJ~ni ENGELHARDT, Uber neue TerWirpflanzen Slid-Amen-
kas, Abh. Senck. Nnturf. GeselL, voL 19, p. 11, pL 2, figs. 1, 2, 1895.
Desariptiorn.-Leaves broadly elliptical or somewhat deltoid and
inequilateral in outline, with a shortly acuminate tip and broadly
1 Engelhardt, H., TIber neue Te'l'Wirpftanzen Siid-Amet'ikas, Abh. Senck. Naturf. Ge-
seUsch., vol. 19, p. 14, pI. 2, figs. 18, 19, 1895. -
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rounded full lower lateral margins and a very wide, somewhat ob-
liquely truncated base. Length about 12 em. Maximum width, in the
lower half of the leaf, about 10 em. Margins entire, full, and rounded.
Texture thin but coriaceous. Midrib stout, curved, prominent on the
lower surface of the leaf. Secondaries stout, 10 or 11 irregularly
spaced pairs, prominent on the lower sl;l.r£ace of the leaf; they diverge
rrom the midrib at wide angles which become more acute in the apical
part of the leaf, those on the narrower side are more ascending and
:somewhat straighter than those on the wide side, all are conspicu.
ously camptodrome at some distance from the margin. Tertiaries
thin, mostly percurrent. Areolation or small, isodiametric polygonal
meshes, well marked on the under side of the leaf.
This large leaf is unfortunately represented by fragmentary mate-
rial from a single locality in the Caimito formation. In some
respects its characters suggest abroad Ficus, but it seems clearly
identical with the species described by Engelhardt 1 in 1895 from
the Tertiary of Ecuador. I have, however, queried the determina-
tion because of the broken character of the Panama material. In
the illustration I have reconstructed a leaf from a combination of
the Panama material with the more complete specimens figured
by Engelhardt from Ecuador. The two largest fragments from
Panama are indicated on the drawing by tinting. It is unfortunate
for purposes of correhttion that the present determination can not be
<lonclusive, although in view of other similarities shown between
the Oligocene plants of Panama and those from the Tertiary of
Ecuador, I am disposed to regard. the present determination as
fairly satisfactory.
The genus Hieronymia comprises about a dozen existing species
of shrubs and trees confined to tropical America and rather widely
distributed from Mexico to Brazil as well as in the 1Vest Indies.
Oeeurrenee.-Caimito formation, '7 miles northeast of Bejuca
{U.S.G.S. station No. 6840). (Collected by D. F. MacDonald.)
Oollection.-U. S. NaHonal Museum, Cat. No. 35314.
Order SAPINDALES.
Family SAPINDACEAE.
Genus SCHMIDELIA Linnaeus.
SCHl\IIDELIA BEJUCENSIS, new species;
Plate 17, fig. 4.
Description.-Leaf or leaflet elongate elliptic in outline, inequi-
lateral. Apex and tip equally and bluntly pointed inequilateral.
Margins entire. Texture coriaceous. Length about 11 em. Maxi-
1 tiber neue TertHil'pilanzen SUd-Amerikas, yol. 19. p. 11, 1895.
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mum width, midway between the apex and the base, about 4.5 em.
Width on one side of the midrib 21.5 mm., on opposite side 24 mm.
Petiole missing. Midrib flexu'ous, stout, and prominent. Secondaries
stout, regularly spaced, mostly immersed, about 7 alteTnate pairs
diverge from the midrib at angles of about 50°, curving upward
subparallel and camptodrome in the marginal region. Tertial,ies
mostly obsolete, a :few pereurrent ones seen.
This large and striking leaf is referred to the sapindaceous genus
SclllmideZia, which comprises about 100 existing species of the equa-
torial regions of both hemispheres with unifoliate or palmately com-
pound leaves. About half of the species are American where they
are confined to the Antilles, C'3ntral, and tropical South America.
They arc sometimes referred to \,\e genus Allopkylll's Linnaeus (as
by Radlkofer) and with the exception of this genus all of the mem-
bers of the tribe Thouinieae are confined to America. Fossil repre·
sentatives have been unknown except for the petrified wood from
the Oligocene of the island of Antigua which Felix described as
Schmideliopsis.:1
Occurrence.-Culebra formation. East wall of Gaillard Cut just
north of station 1760 (collected by M, T. Goldman) .
Caimito formation, 7 miles northeast of Bejuca (U.S.G.S. 6540).
Collected by D, F. :MacDonald.)
Type.-Cat. No, 35315, U.S.N.M.
Order THYMELEALES.
Family LAURACEAE.
GenWl MESPILODAPHNE Nees.
MESPILODAPIlNE CULEBRENSlS, new sped"••
Plate 17, fig. 3.
DesCl'iption.-Leaves lanccolate-falcate in general outline, with
acuminate apex and base. Margins entire. Texture subcoriaceouS.
Length about 10 em. Maximum width, in the middle part of the
leaf, about 2.5 em. Petiole missing. Midrib stout l curved, prominent
on the under surface of the leaf. Secondaries stout, remote, regu-
larly spaced, nine or ten suboppositc to alternate pairs, they diverge
from the midrib at angles of about 65 degree..<; and are conspicuously
camptodrome close to the margins. Tertiaries obscured by the poor
preservation of the material.
The present species resembles numerous existing and fossil species
of Lauraceae, from all of which, however, it appears distinct. It is
similar to MeS1Jilodaphne ooZWlnbiana Berry of the Upper Claiborne
of the Mississippi embayment, but is a stouter, more falcate, shorter,
and less acuminate form.
1 Felix. J" Die fossUe HliI"e." Westilldiens, p.10. p1. 2, figs. 6, 8. 1883.
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The modern species of lJfespilodaphne are numerous, inhabiting
Africa and tropical America, and are often united with 01'eodaphne
and Strychnodaphne to form the composite genus Ocotea of Aublet.
Their fossil history is almost entirely lost in the multitude of species
that have been referred to the form genera LaU1'U8 and Lau1'ophyl-
lum. lJfespilodaplme is abundant and varied throughout the Eocene
and Oligocene of the Mississippi embayment area.
Occu1'1'ence.-Oulebra formation, upper part. East wall of the
Gaillard Cut just north of Canal Zone station 1760. (Oollected by
M. 1. Goldman.)
Order MYRTALES.
Family MYRTACEAE.
Genus CALYPTRANTHES Swartz.
CALYPTRANTHES GATUNENSIS. new .pede•.
Plate 18, fig. 1.
Descriptlon.-Leaves broadly oblong-elliptic in general outline,
widest in the middle and tapering equally in both directions to the
abruptly acute apex and base. Margins entire. Texture subcoria-
ceous. Length between 7 em. and 8 em. Maximum width between
3.5 em. and 4 em. Petiole missing. Midrib stout, somewhat curved,
prominent on the lower surface of the leaf. Secondaries thin, very
numerous, and close set, often inosculating by forking; they diverge
from the midrib at angles averaging about 70 degrees, at intervals
of 1 mm. to 3 mm., pursue a but slightly curved outwardly ascending
course and have their ends united by an aerodrome vein on each
edge of the lamina parallel with and from 1 mm. to 2 mm. within
the margin. Tertiaries forming open isodiametric polygonal meshes.
The present well-marked species closely resembles the only other
named fossil form 0 alyptranthes eocenica Berry from the lower
Eocene of the Mississippi embayment (Wilcox Group). It may also
be compared with the slightly smaller My1'tus 1'ectine1'vis described
by Saporta1 from the Sannoisian of southeastern France.
The genus Oalyptranthes, which ·is exclusively American in the
existing flora, has about seventy species ranging from Mexico and
the 'Vest Indies to southern Brazil. There is a strong generic like-
ness between the leave.'3 of all of the species. Oalyptranthes zyzygium
De Candolle may be mentioned, among others, as a form wit.h leaves
almost exactly like the fossil. There is also a marked family resem-
blance to some of the existing tropical American species of Eugenia,
and more especially lJfyl'cia, lJfyrcia multiflora De Oandolle from
the Guianas being very similar to the present species.
1 Saporta, 11Jtudes, vol. 1, p. 251, pI. 11, fig. 5, 1863.
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Hemsley records 7 existing species of OaZyptranthes from Central
America, two of which occur in Panama.
Occurrence.-Gatun formation, Gatun Borrow Pits. (Collected
by M. I. Goldman.)
Family MELASTOMATACEAE.
Genus MELASTOMITES Unger.
MELASTOMITES MICONIOIDES. new species.
Plate 18, fig. 2,
lJescription.-Leaf oblong-elliptic in outline, of relati'-ely small
size, with an equally and bluntly pointed apex and base. Length
about 6 em. Maximum width, in the middle part, about 2.25 em.
Margins entire. Texture subcoriaceous. Petiole short and stout.
Midrib stout and prominent. Lateral primaries stout, prominent,
diverging from the midrib at an acute angle just above the base
and aerodrome. From the disposition of the outwardly directed
nervilles from the primaries it is probable that subordinate aero-
drome primaries constitute an infra marginal vein on each side, but
these can not be made out. Close-set subparallel nervilles run trans-
versely between the midrib and the primaries.
This species is represented by a small amount of fragmentary
material, too poor to permit definite generic determination. It is.
therefore, referred to the form-genus MaZastomites proposed by Un-
ger for generically undeterminable leaves of the Melastomataceae.
While the fOilSil somewhat suggests the leaves of various Lauraceous
genera, such as Oinna,m.o1/1,um, Oamphoromaea, Goeppertia, and
Oryptoca7"lja, its characters are clearly those of the Melastomataceae.
It particularly suggests the genus Tibouchina Aublet, which has up-
ward of 200 species of shrubs and undershrubs in tropical America.
The family Melastomataceae is a relatively large one, with about
150 genera andover three thousand species. It is almost strictly
tropical, although some members range southward to 40° south lati-
tude. This great family is typically American, seven of the fifteen
tribes into which it is divided being confined to tropical America,
and about 2,500 of the existing species being also endemic in this
region. While the geologic history of this vast assemblage of forms
is practically unknown, there is no evidence to disprove the theory
that it, like the allied families Combretaceae and Myrtaceae, had its
origin in that most prolific region-the American tropics.
The few fossil forms that have been found, including leaves, flow-
ers, and calices, have been referred to the form-genus lIfelastomi.tes
first proposed by Unger. A doubtfully determined species, which
probably belongs to the Lauraceae, has bee,n recorded from the Up-
East wall of Gail-
(Collected by M. I.
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per Cretaceous of Westphalia. The only known Eocene species is
the well-marked form present in the lower Eocene of the Mississippi
embayment region (Wilcox Group.) Four Oligocene species have
been described from Bohemia, Styria, and Egypt; four Miocene
species from Switzerland, Prussia, and Croatia; and a Pliocene
species from Italy.
Ocourrence.-'--Culebra formation, upper part.
lard Cut just north of Canal Zone station 1760.
Goldman.)
Order EBENALES.
FamilyEBENACEAE.
Genus DISOPYROS Linnaeus.
DIOSPYROS MACDONALDI, new sped"".
Plate 18, figs. 4-8.
Desaripti<.ln.-Globose berry-like fruits of small size and consider-
abYe consistency, possibly preserved in an unripe state since the flesh
is stringy and with a great many tannin cells. The great abundance
of these fruits in the andesitic tuffs makes it seem more probable,
however, that they are mature, particularly as some are greatly flat-
tened. The numerous elongated pendulous seeds and the amount of
vascular fibers in the flesh would tend to prevent much compression
in a certain number of cases. Diameter 12 to 15 mm. Flesh hard,
very tanniferous, and with numerous fibers. Seeds8 to 10 in number,
dblong, elliptical, compressed, with a hard seed coat. The interior
of the seeds is filled with amorphous silica and fails to show any
structure. Seeds about 7.5 mm. long, averaging 3 mm. high and 1
mm. to 2 mm. thick, very unequally developed, one to three usually
more or less abortive. Peduncle not preserved, nor do any of the
specimens show the calyx.
These seeds are exceedingly abundant and more or less perfectly
silicified, the flesh being dark brown and the seeds white, making
very striking objects. They are clearly referable to Diospyro8 and
so far as I know represent the only known petrified fruits of this
genus, although the persistent calices are not uncommon as impres-
sions from the Upper Cretaceous onward. The modern species have
from 4 to 12 compressed seeds which tend to become less numerous
"ith the increase in the fleshy part of the fruit, so that possibly these
more consistent and prevailingly lO-seeded fossil fruits may represent
an earlier stage in their evolution, although this seems doubtful
since the calyx of a very large fruited form is known from the Upper
Eocene of. southwestern Texas.
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Diospy1'OS is cosmopolitan in the existing flora with about 180
species in the warmer regions of both hemispheres. Mostly Oriental,
but not uncommon in the southern United States, Antilles, and from
Mexico through tropical South America. Upwardof 100 fossil spe-
cies are known ranging in age from the Upper Cretaceous to the
present.
Ooeurl'e1l-<)e.-Section near mouth of Tonosi River, in deposits of
Eocl?ne age (MacDonald).
Type.-Cat. No. 35316, U.S.N.M.
Order RUBIALES.
Family RUBIACEAE.
Genus RONDELETIA Plumier.
RONDELETIA GOLDMANI. new .peeies.
Plate 18, fig. 3.
DeseTiption;-Leaves lanceolate in outline, somewhat falcate and
inequilateral, with an equally acuminate apex and base. Length be-
tween 12 em. and 13 cm. Maximum width, midway between the apex
and the base, about 3 cm., 13.5 mm. on the concave side and 15.5 mm.
on the convex side. Margins entire. Texture coriaceous. Petiole
short and stout, expanded proximad, about 5 mm. long. Midrib
curved, stout, and prominent. Secondaries thin, numerous, suboppo-
site to alternate, rather regularly spaced; about 15 pairs diverge from
the midrib at angles of about 45° and ascend in rather flat but regular
and subparallel curves and are camptodrome in the marginal region.
Tertiaries obsolete.
This well-marked species is referred to the subfamily Cinchonoideaa
and tribe Rondeletieae and seems to indicate an Oligocene species of
R01u:leletia, a genus of shrubs and trees confined to tropical America
and not heretofore found fossil. Rondeletia has about 70 existing spe- •
cies, a few of which occur in northern South America, but the ma-
jority are confined to the Antilles (45 species) and Central America
(24 species).l The present species may be compared with the exist-
ing Rondeletia racemosa Swartz of Jamaica, and with other Antillean
and Central American forms. More remote comparisons may be
made with certain species of Psyolwtria, as, for example, Psychot1'ia
batrbifloTa De Candolle of Brazil, and with the genus T apiria J us-
sieu of the Anacardiaceae, a fossil species of which, Tapiria lanceo-
lata, has been described by Engelhardt 2 from the Tertiary of Ecua-
1 Britton records 35 species from Cuba. Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, vol. 44, pp. 20-30, 1917.
• Engelhardt, R., iiber neue Tertllirpflanzen Siid-Amerikas, Abh. Senek. Naturf. GeselL,
vol. 19, p. 15, pI. 9, fig. 4, 1895.
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dor. Another fossil species somewhat resembling the Panama form
is Oinohonidium multinerve described by Ettingshausen 1 from the
Tertiary of Priesen, Bohemia.
Named in honor of Dr. Marcus I. Goldman, who collected it while
a Fellow at the Johns Hopkins University.
Occurrence.-Gatun'formation, Gatun Borrow Pits. (Collected by
M. I. Goldman.)
Genus RUBIACITES Weber.
RUBIACITES IXOREOIDES. new apecles.
Plate 18, figs. 9-12.
Desoription.-Fruit bilocular, indehiscent or tardily dehiscent,
ligneous, capsular-like. Form a prolate spheroid 2.7' cm. long and 2
em. in diameter. The surface roughened by small tuberculations and
pits. Walls about 2 mm. thick. Median partition thin. S~eds one
1D each cell, suspended, elliptical in both transverse and longitudinal
sections, compressed along the central partition. Surface striate.
Endosperm not ruminating. One seed is more fully developed than
the other. The larger is about 2 em. long, 1.4 em. wide and 9 mm.
thick.
This well marked form is unfortunately represented by but a single
specimen which however shows most of the cavity occupied by th'e
fruit, the two contained seeds partially petrified and the lignified wall
and part of the partition. The accompanying illustrations show the
external appearance of the fruit (fig. 9) and a side view showing the
relative development of the two seeds (fig. 10). Figure 12 shows a
!ignified end of the fruit with the median partition and figure 11
is a side view with the smaller seed in front and the larger forming
the background. So far as I know nothing like it has previously
been found fossil.
There seems to be no question but that the present fruit represents
some Oligocene species of Rubiaceae and it is consequently referred
to the form-genus Rubiacites proposed by Weber, although probably
not congeneric with the previously described fossil species of Rubia-
cites. The fruits of this large family exhibit cbnsiderablevariety
being either capsular, achene-like or drupaceous. Without a much
larger amount of recent comparative material than is available it is
not possible to definitely fix the butanical relation of the present
species which, however, appears to be referable to the tribe Ixoreae or
the Psychotrieae. The specific name chosen suggests a resemblance
to the fruits of Imora Linnaeus, a genus with over 100 species of
1 Etiingshausen, C. von, Die Fossile Flora des Tertiiir-Beckens von Bilin, Theil 2, p. 208,
pI. 36, fig. 5, 1868.
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shrubs and small trees found in the tropics of both hemispheres but
chiefly Asiatic.
Ocounooce.-Gatun formation. Gatun Borrow Pits. (Collected
by M. I. Goldman.)
EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
PLATE 12.
PIll1lWiDylon pillmllmtes .(Sprengel) Stenzel. Cucnracha formatIon.
FIG. 1. Showing abundance of fibrovascular bundles and gum cells. X20.
PLATE 13.
FIG. 1. Ficus cu!ellrensis Berry. Culehra formation.
2. Ouatteria oulebrensis Berry. Culebra formation.
S. MlIristioophyllfun panamense Berry. Culebra formation.
PLATE 14.
:raenioxylon multiradiatum FeUx. Culebra formation.
FIG. 1. Transverse section. X25.
2. Same. X200.
PLATE 15.
Taenioi!rylO1~multiradiatum Felix. Culebra formation.
FIG. 1. Radial section. X200.
2. Tangential section. X200.
PLATE 16.
FIG. 1. Cassia culellrensis Berry. Culebra formation.
2. Inya oHyocaenica Berry. Culebra formation.
S. Hieronymia lehmanni Engelhardt (1). Caimito formation.
PLATE 17.
FTG. 1. Hi,raea oHgocaemcaBerry. Caimito formation.
2. Banisteria praenuntia Berry. Culebra formation.
3. Mespilodaphnecuwbrensis Berry. Culebra formation.
4. SChmideUa Dsjucemis Berry. Caimito formation.
PLATE 18.
FIG. 1. GalVptranthec8 gatuffen8is Berry. Gatun formation.
2. Melastomite8 mi-vonioitles Berry. Cnlebra formation.
3. Rondaletia goZtlmani Berry. Gatun .formation.
4-8. Diosypr08 ma(Jdona~di Berry. Eocene ('! ).
4. Showing abundance of fruits in tuffs.
5,-7,.8. Transverse median sections of fruits.
6. I,ongitudinal median section of fruit.
9~12. R1tbiaoites ii!:oreoides Berry. Ga:;un formation.
9. External appearance.
10. Median longitudinai section showing unequally developed seeds.
11. Side view of seeds.
12. Liguified fragment showing end walls and partition.
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TAENIOXYLON MULTIRADIATUM FELIX.
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